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Access your ENT using your personal login 
and password.



On the left of the 
screen, click on 
« Mon inscription » 
and next on 
« Inscriptions / Infos 
scolarité ».



A new web page appears.



Scroll down the page to reach the tool called
« Pandore ».



This webpage appaears.



You can see here the 
progress of your
registration. 
Click on 
« Inscription aux cours ».



You have here a list of the 
classes you have already
chosen. 
Now, you have to choose
a group 
(a group = a specific hour
= a classroom = a 
teacher).



Choose as many
groups as requested
(on the exemple it is 3) and click 
on « Valider ».



This window means that your timetable overlaps. 
In this case, you must change group or, if this is not possible, you must 
change course. 
To change your course (modification of « Inscription pédagogique ») you need to write an email to 
Manon Paulet (or come back to the ASK with an appointment) clearly indicating :
- the code of the course you want to delete
- the code of the course you want to add
After the change, you will be able to choose a group on Pandore as 
usual.



The day after your selection on 
Pandore, you can click on 
« Emploi du temps » 
and access your timetable which
shows the teacher, the classroom, 
the time…
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